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Melinda Gates FoundationStatistics in Medicine. 2018;37:2561–2585.Sociologists, economists, epidemiologists, and others recognize the importance
of social networks in the diffusion of ideas and behaviors through human soci-
eties. To measure the flow of information on real‐world networks, researchers
often conduct comprehensive sociometric mapping of social links between
individuals and then follow the spread of an “innovation” from reports of
adoption or change in behavior over time. The innovation is introduced to a
small number of individuals who may also be encouraged to spread it to their
network contacts. In conjunction with the known social network, the pattern
of adoptions gives researchers insight into the spread of the innovation in the
population and factors associated with successful diffusion. Researchers have
used widely varying statistical tools to estimate these quantities, and there is
disagreement about how to analyze diffusion on fully observed networks. Here,
we describe a framework for measuring features of diffusion processes on
social networks using the epidemiological concepts of exposure and competing
risks. Given a realization of a diffusion process on a fully observed network, we
show that classical survival regression models can be adapted to estimate the
rate of diffusion, and actor/edge attributes associated with successful transmis-
sion or adoption, while accounting for the topology of the social network. We
illustrate these tools by applying them to a randomized network intervention
trial conducted in Honduras to estimate the rate of adoption of 2 health‐related
interventions—multivitamins and chlorine bleach for water purification—and
determine factors associated with successful social transmission.
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2562 WU ET AL.1 | INTRODUCTION
Understanding the spread of new ideas, behaviors, and practices through human social networks is a major component of
social science and public health research.1,2 Studies of the diffusion of innovations often follow adoption of a new or better
product. For example, Ryan and Gross3 tracked adoption of hybrid seed corn among farmers, Coleman et al4 followed dif-
fusion of a medical innovation (a new antibiotic) through physician networks,5-7 and Banerjee et al8 followed the adoption
of a microfinance innovation in Indian villages. Many researchers have evaluated the spread of health‐related interven-
tions,9-11 especially those that seek to overturn local customs or that address sensitive topics like contraception12-14 or
household hygiene.15 Data from online networks and exact observation of individual communication patterns have
yielded studies of information diffusion through blogs, chain letters, Twitter, and other social networks.16-22
Methodological approaches for analyzing social diffusion processes seek to uncover the reason, channel, and rate
underlying the diffusion of an innovation through a human social network.2(p10) A major research direction is macro-
scopic, cascade‐oriented models of diffusion in a large population,23-27 in which the adoption process is slow initially,
accelerates in an intermediate stage, and finally slows as it reaches a saturation point. Another prominent framework
is the threshold model, which assumes that each individual has an intrinsic exposure threshold that must be attained
before he/she adopts the innovation. Exposure is usually modeled as the proportion of network alters who have previ-
ously adopted the innovation.28-30
In addition to keeping track of the pattern of adoptions, researchers often attempt to measure the social or commu-
nication network connecting potential adopters before or during a diffusion study. Researchers have targeted 2 separate
but related components of diffusion: individual‐level factors associated with adoption and the “spillover” or peer influ-
ence effect on adoption. Many researchers have formulated time‐dependent event history models to test the existence of
a “network effect.”31-36 These models associate the probability of adoption for an individual at a particular moment in
time with the proportion of network neighbors who are prior adopters.1,37 Most are equivalent to logistic regression with
individual adoption status as the outcome, and peer exposure to adopters as a (potentially time‐varying) covariate.38 For





¼ αt þ βXjt þ γEjt; (1)
where Pjt is the probability that subject j adopts the innovation at time t, Ejt is the time‐varying exposure defined as the
proportion of j's network neighbors who adopted before t, αt is a time‐specific intercept, and Xjt is a vector of possibly
time‐dependent covariates. All subjects are assumed to be susceptible to adoption from the beginning of the study: the
model assigns positive adoption probability to every subject j, even when their peer exposure is 0. A positive value of γ
indicates that more network exposure to prior adopters is associated with higher probability of adoption. Extensions of
these models have been proposed to incorporate spatial and temporal features of social diffusion processes.33-35,39,40
Recent large‐scale network intervention studies have successfully combined comprehensive sociometric data from
online and real‐world social networks with precisely observed adoption.8,41,42 These modern diffusion studies share sev-
eral key features: (1) researchers attempt to accurately and comprehensively measure the social or communication net-
work of subjects eligible to adopt the innovation, (2) researchers have a mechanism for keeping track of the timing of
adoption or behavior change, and (3) researchers observe the direction of transmission from one person to another in
the social network. But application of traditional statistical modeling approaches to data from modern diffusion studies
presents pitfalls for researchers. Traditional approaches sometimes treat adoption by individual subjects as conditionally
independent37 or ignore network structure by aggregating subjects into groups,43 resulting in biased estimates of conta-
gion and lack of interpretability. Existing modeling approaches37,44 often assume implicitly that adoption can occur
even in the absence of peer exposure. However, this assumption may not hold in some study designs. For example,
Kim et al42 keep track of adoptions and transmission of heath‐related interventions by giving subjects “tickets” carrying
a unique identifier. Transmission of a ticket to another person, and redemption of the ticket in exchange for a product,
constitutes adoption. Individuals whose network alters have not adopted, or have no tickets, are not eligible to adopt. A
unified and rigorous approach to the statistical analysis of social network diffusion data would allow researchers to bet-
ter uncover the dynamics of diffusion processes in experimental and observational studies and could guide the design
and implementation of future health‐related intervention campaigns. In addition, statistical approaches for estimating
diffusion dynamics on network edges may contribute to the development of approaches for rigorous causal inference
in network settings.45
WU ET AL. 2563Our objective here is to advance the statistical analysis of social network diffusion data, to develop methods flexible
enough to accommodate the observed data from innovative new study designs,42 and to provide tools that fit within a
statistical framework familiar to sociologists, epidemiologists, and public health researchers. Our approach incorporates
all available data into the analysis: the measured network, subject/link characteristics, the timing of adoptions mea-
sured continuously, and the direction of transmission/diffusion of the innovation. The key insight is that a rigorous
time‐dependent definition of network “exposure,” borrowed from infectious disease epidemiology, permits principled
estimation of the rate of diffusion and of individual characteristics associated with adoption in a traditional survival
regression framework. We use the notion of competing risks from analysis of time‐to‐event data to derive the likelihood
of the diffusion process, while accounting for network topology and variation in vertex and edge attributes. We illustrate
this new framework by estimating the rate of diffusion of 2 health‐related interventions in a social network intervention
trial in Honduras42 and provide a network interpretation of the diffusion of the interventions.2 | BACKGROUND
2.1 | Terminology
We introduce generic terminology for diffusion studies on networks. Some of these assumptions have been articulated
in related work on network diffusion processes in epidemiology.46 A seed is a person to whom the innovation is initially
introduced by the researchers. An adopter is someone who has adopted the innovation (in the context of the study),
either because that person is a seed chosen by researchers or because the innovation has been transmitted to them
via another adopter. We assume the directed graph of transmissions is observed, either using a ticket‐passing design
or by some other mechanism. A susceptible individual is one who has not yet adopted, but who is eligible or has a net-
work contact who can transmit the innovation to them. By transmission we mean the social process by which the adop-
tion of an innovation causes the susceptible neighbor to adopt. A susceptible edge in the network connects a prior
adopter, who is able to transmit the innovation to a susceptible neighbor.
In ticket‐driven studies, an adopter transmits the innovation by giving the ticket to a susceptible person who later
redeems it, thereby becoming an adopter. In online studies, the “ticket” might be virtual and transmission amounts
to sending an electronic message. The direction and timing of transmission may be fully observed in the sense that
(1) the identity of the susceptible individual, (2) the identity of the prior adopter, and (3) the time of adoption or
redemption of the ticket are all fully observed. Sometimes, tickets are exhaustible: transmission decreases the number
of tickets held by the adopter by one. We also assume that a subject who adopts during the study is not eligible to adopt
again and hence is no longer susceptible.2.2 | Basic assumptions
We describe several assumptions that will guide development of a well‐defined notion of network exposure. First, we
assume that the social network connecting the members of the study population exists.Assumption 1. (Network) The population social network is a known undirected graph G=(V, E) with no
parallel edges or self‐loops.Assumption 1 can be relaxed to accommodate directed graphs, but, for simplicity, we will assume here that the
social network is undirected. Individuals are vertices in V, and their social links as edges in E. The network G determines
who can transmit to whom.
Assumption 2. (Transmission across edges) Transmission happens across susceptible edges in G
connecting a prior adopter and a susceptible subject.When a subject adopts the innovation, that subject may be able to transmit the innovation to one of its network
neighbors in G.
Define the directed transmission graph GT=(VT, ET), where VT is the set of adopters, and ET is the set of directed edges
(i, j)∈ ET, indicating that i transmitted the innovation to j. Let t=(t1,…, tn) be the ordered adoption times of each of the ver-
tices inVT. For convenience, we set tj=T for vertices who do not adopt, where T is the end of study, j∈V but j∉VT. LetX be
the collection of attributes for all vertices in V, and let Z be the collection of edge attributes for all edges in E.Assumption 3. (Observed data) We observe (G, GT, t, X, Z).
2564 WU ET AL.2.3 | Edgewise hazard
The hazard of adoption is the instantaneous risk of adopting the innovation during the transmission process. Formally,
let Tij be the continuous waiting time for a prior adopter i∈V to transmit an innovation to a susceptible network neigh-
bor j∈V, with {i, j}∈E. Let ti be the adoption time for i and tj be the adoption time for j if j adopts and the end of study T
if j does not adopt. Obviously, ti<tj. Note that the times ti and tj are measured relative to the beginning of the study while
the edgewise waiting time Tij to adoption is measured from the moment ti at which i adopts. We use t to denote absolute
observation time relative to the beginning of the study and τ to denote edgewise waiting times. Tij =∞ if either i is not a
prior adopter or j is not susceptible.Definition 1. (Hazard) Suppose 0≤ ti< t for i∈V. The hazard of transmission from i to j∈V along the edge
at absolute time t is
λijðt−tiÞ ¼ lim
ϵ→0
Prðti þ Tij ∈ ðt; t þ ϵÞjti þ Tij ≥ tÞ
ϵ
; (2)
for ti< t≤ tj, and λij (t− ti) is nonzero only when i is connected to j, i adopts the innovation before j, and j is
susceptible.The edgewise hazard λij (t− ti) is defined to be 0 if i has not yet adopted (t< ti) or if j is not susceptible.
Definition 2. (Cumulative hazard) The cumulative hazard is the cumulative hazard of adoption for trans-




λijðs−tiÞds: (3)Let FijðτÞ ¼ PrðTij<τÞ be the cumulative distribution function of this waiting time and fij(τ)=dFij/dτ be its probabil-
ity density function. Both fij (τ) and Fij (τ) can be written in terms of hazard function λij (τ) and cumulative hazard func-




where Nj is the set of network neighbors of j.In words, exposure is the sum of the edgewise adoption hazards from all prior adopters connected to the susceptible





λijðs− tiÞds: (5)In words, the cumulative exposure to j is the cumulative hazard from all prior adopters connected to the susceptible
up to time t.
Consider a susceptible subject j∈V at time t before j's adoption. For a prior adopter i∈Nj, let Tij be the hypothetical
waiting time for i to transmit the innovation to j. Note that Tij=∞ if either i has not adopted (t<ti) or j is not susceptible
(t> tj). Adoption of the innovation by j occurs at time
tj ¼ min
i∈Nj
ðti þ TijÞ: (6)
The set of prior adopters connected to j, Aj={i:i∈Nj, ti<tj}, represents sources of competing risks for transmission to j. All
prior adopters in Aj can transmit the innovation to the susceptible subject j, but only the minimum of their correspond-
ing edgewise waiting times to transmission is observed. We borrow the terminology of competing risk from survival
analysis that patients can die from multiple diseases, and, analogously, all prior adopters in Aj are competing to transmit
the innovation to j.
Finally, we state an additional assumption that is common to most statistical models of network diffusion, but rarely
made explicit, which makes possible rigorous statistical analysis using established tools from survival analysis.
WU ET AL. 2565Assumption 4. (Conditional independence) Suppose i, k∈V are prior adopters with adoption times ti and
tk, respectively. Furthermore suppose that j∈Ni and l∈Nk are susceptible and either i≠k or j≠l. Then the
edgewise waiting times Tij and Tkl are conditionally independent given nodal attributes Xi, Xj, Xk, and Xl
and edge attributes Zij and Zkl.In other words, when we condition on adoption status and node/edge attributes, the waiting times to adoption along
susceptible edges are conditionally independent. It is not necessarily the case that the overall waiting times to adoption
ti+Tij and tk+Tkl are conditionally independent.
Proposition 1. Let λ (t) be the hazard of adoption to a susceptible subject j∈V at time t. Under Assumption 4,j
λjðtÞ ¼ ∑
i∈Nj;t>ti
λijðt − tiÞ: (7)Proof is given in the appendix. In words, when we condition on the covariates Xj, Xi, and Zij for i∈Nj, the hazard λj(t)
is the sum of the edgewise hazards of transmission from network neighbors who are prior adopters. Note that (7) is the
same as Definition 3 for exposure.
Figure 1 shows a hypothetical diffusion process on a network. Starting from an initial seed, labeled 1, diffusion
occurs along the network edges. Vertices are numbered in the order of adoption. Vertices labeled by letters never adopt
but may experience exposure or hazard of adoption from their adopting alters. The first 2 rows show the adopters, sus-
ceptible edges, and exposed vertices just after each adoption event. The hazard/exposure for a particular susceptible
individual increases over time with the addition of prior adopters connected to that individual. The last 4 rows show
how hazard/exposure changes over time for each subject under constant edgewise hazard of adoption. The exposure
increases one step whenever the number of prior adopters connected to the subject increases. The area under the curve
is the cumulative exposure experienced by each vertex over the course of the study.3 | SURVIVAL MODELS OF NETWORK DIFFUSION
We now develop a flexible class of models for diffusion processes on networks and show that these models can be for-
mulated and fitted using the familiar framework of survival analysis. Let rj denote the subject who transmits the inno-
vation to the susceptible subject j. Let rj=0 in the situation where j is a seed or does not adopt the innovation. If i
successfully transmits innovation to j before any other adopters, then rj=i and the edgewise waiting time Tij=tj−ti is
fully observed. On the other hand, 2 types of intervening events can cause observation of the waiting time Tij to be cen-
sored. First, if k≠j transmits the innovation to j at time tj before i, then we only observe Tij>tj−ti, and the edge waiting
time Tij is censored. In this case, only the first transmission time is observed, and other longer waiting times are cen-
sored. Second, suppose t∗i is the time that i uses its last ticket or the end of the study, whichever comes first (if i receives
no tickets, then t∗i ¼ ti). Then we only observe the censored waiting time Tij>minftj; t∗i g−ti.
By Assumption 4, edgewise waiting times Tij are conditionally independent, given subject covariates Xi and Xj and
edge covariates Zij. Let tij ¼ minftj; t∗i g−ti and Si(t) be the set of susceptible individuals connected to the prior adopter i














  ; (8)
where 1f·g is the indicator function taking a value of 1 when its argument is true and 0 otherwise, tþi is the time just
after i's adoption, and n is the number of individuals who adopt the innovation. Below, we describe several special cases
corresponding to particular choices of the hazard function.3.1 | Example: constant hazard without covariates
Suppose we model λij(τ)=λ, a constant edgewise hazard of transmission, for τ>0. Then edgewise waiting times to trans-
mission are exponentially distributed with rate λ. The likelihood becomes
FIGURE 1 How network exposure works in a diffusion process. The first 2 rows show the evolution of an adoption process on an example
network, starting with a seed labeled 1. The numbered circles denote the order of adoption, and arrows represent transmission of the
innovation. The time just after the ith adoption is denoted as tþi . Light gray lines and circles are susceptible edges and individuals at the
moment of each adoption, respectively. The last 4 lines show how the total hazard/exposure of adoption felt by susceptible individuals
changes over time, assuming constant edgewise hazards. The exposure increases one step whenever the number of prior adopters connected
to the individual increases. The shaded area under each subject's curve is the cumulative exposure experienced by that subject
2566 WU ET AL.LðλÞ ¼ ∏
n
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where m is the number of seeds. Intuitively, the estimated edgewise rate of transmission is the number of nonseed
adopters divided by the total edgewise waiting time.
WU ET AL. 25673.2 | Example: Weibull proportional hazard model
The Weibull proportional hazard model has the multiplicative form
λijðτÞ ¼ expðδ þ α′Xi þ β′Xj þ η′ZijÞkτk−1; (11)
where k τ k−1 is a time‐varying baseline hazard common to all edgewise waiting times. Subject‐specific effects are cap-
tured by the exponential term, where δ is the intercept and α, β, and η are coefficient vectors. The Weibull hazard is
increasing in time when k>1, decreasing when k<1, and constant when k=1. Estimation of (δ, α, β, η) is performed
by maximum likelihood. The likelihood is





expðδ þ α′Xi þ β′Xj þ η′ZijÞkt k−1ij
h i1frj¼ig
exp −expðδ þ α′Xi þ β′Xj þ η′ZijÞtkij
h i
: (12)
3.3 | Example: semiparametric proportional hazards
The Cox semiparametric proportional hazard model47 is
λijðτÞ ¼ λ0ðτÞexpðα′Xi þ β′Xj þ η′ZijÞ; (13)
where λ0(τ) is a possibly time‐varying baseline hazard common to all edges. The Cox model is semiparametric because
no parametric assumptions are made about the baseline hazard, but the covariate effects are assumed to multiply the
baseline hazard. When λ0(τ) is treated as a nuisance function, estimates of the regression coefficients can be obtained
by maximizing the partial likelihood, assuming that all noncensored waiting time tij are distinct:
Lðα; β; ηÞ ¼ ∏
ði; jÞ:i∈Nj;rj¼i
expðα′Xi þ β′Xj þ η′ZijÞ
∑nk¼1∑l∈Skðtþk Þexpðα′Xk þ β′Xl þ η′ZklÞ1ftkl>tijg
: (14)
The baseline hazard λ0(τ) can be estimated by maximizing full likelihood as a function of baseline hazard.
48(p258)4 | APPLICATION: HEALTH ‐RELATED INTERVENTIONS IN RURAL
HONDURAS
We now apply the survival regression methodology to a real‐world diffusion study whose aim was to promote 2 health‐
related interventions—chlorine for water purification and multivitamins for micronutrient deficiencies—in rural
Honduras.42 The study was conducted in 32 isolated villages in Lempira, Honduras, providing an ideal environment
for diffusion studies in distinct social networks and comparison of the rates of diffusion in different villages. The social
network of subjects for each village was mapped by asking participants to identify spouses, siblings, and friends from a
photographic census. Two villages received neither intervention.
The trial used 3 targeting methods for seeds. Random targeting selected 5% of villagers as seeds, uniformly at ran-
dom, in each village. Indegree targeting selected the 5% of villagers in each village with the highest network degree
as seeds. Nomination targeting was based on choosing a random alter nominated by each member of a 5% random sam-
ple of villagers, exploiting the “friendship paradox” whereby friends of random individuals tend to have a higher net-
work degree than the random individuals themselves.42,49 Initially targeted individuals (seeds) were given a product
(chlorine or multivitamin), an associated educational intervention, and 4 tickets to distribute to network alters (first
wave) within the village who could redeem them in a local store for products. After redemption of tickets, these first‐
wave individuals also received 4 tickets for distribution to second‐wave individuals. Redemption of a ticket is regarded
as the adoption of the innovation in the context of the study, and ticket passing signifies the diffusion of the innovation.
Each ticket was marked with a uniquely identifying number traceable back to the prior adopter, and the time of ticket
redemption was recorded. One‐third of villages had seeds chosen by random targeting, one‐third by indegree, and one‐
third by nomination. Figure 2 illustrates the network diffusion of multivitamin adoption in village 4.
In the analysis of the original study, Kim et al42 used the proportions of redeemed tickets over time as the primary
village‐level outcome to evaluate diffusion under the 3 targeting strategies for seeds. Kim et al42 also used a mixed‐
effects Cox model for adoption time (measured in days since the introduction of the intervention to the village's seeds)
FIGURE 2 Diffusion of multivitamin adoption in the social network of village 4. Social network edges, measured before the diffusion
study began, are shown in gray. Red circles represent multivitamin adopters, and white circles are susceptible subjects who did not adopt.
Arrows represent transmission (and redemption) of multivitamin tickets [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
2568 WU ET AL.to estimate the effect of targeting methods on eventual adoption, treating nonadopting subjects' adoption times as cen-
sored. Since the primary outcome was the proportion of villagers who adopted the intervention, and not the dynamics of
diffusion on network edges per se, Kim et al42 did not make use of data from the social network upon which diffusion
was assumed to occur, except in the targeting of seeds.4.1 | Comparison across targeting methods
We first analyzed edgewise diffusion times by constructing Kaplan‐Meier survival curves50 for edgewise waiting times to
adoption without adjusting for covariates. Figure 3 compares Kaplan‐Meier estimates of the survival curve for 3
targeting methods on the adoption of multivitamin tablets and chlorine bleach. Lower Kaplan‐Meier curves indicate
faster edgewise diffusion. For the multivitamin intervention, villages whose seeds were chosen by nomination targeting
had the fastest edgewise diffusion, followed by random targeting, and indegree targeting. For the chlorine intervention,





















































FIGURE 3 Comparison of Kaplan‐Meier curves for edgewise diffusion among 3 targeting methods for the diffusion of multivitamin and
chlorine interventions. Lower curves indicate faster adoption across network edges. Semitransparent areas are 95% pointwise confidence
intervals for each unadjusted curve
WU ET AL. 2569We also conduct log rank tests to test whether the unadjusted survival curves are significantly different. For the mul-
tivitamin intervention, log rank tests suggest that random targeting is significantly faster than indegree targeting
(P<10−5), but adoption under nomination targeting is not significantly faster than under random targeting (P=.146).
For the chlorine intervention, random targeting is not significantly faster than indegree targeting (P=.155), and nomi-
nation targeting is not significantly faster than random targeting (P=.277).
Figure 4 shows the cumulative edgewise hazards. The first 2 days after exposure to prior adopters show the highest
rate of adoption. The multivitamin intervention had a higher edgewise diffusion rate than the chlorine intervention
(reflecting its greater appeal in this setting).4.2 | Baseline diffusion rate and covariate effects
Next, we computed estimates of the baseline hazard of edgewise transmission by fitting a Cox proportional hazards
regression model for edgewise waiting times to adoption. Table 1 shows the estimated coefficients from the Cox
regression model. The first 6 covariates are measured at the village level, and the last 4 are characteristics of indi-
vidual prior adopters. We estimated an edgewise hazard ratio of 0.73 (95% CI, 0.64‐0.83) for multivitamin diffusion
under indegree targeting compared with random targeting, adjusting for village‐level characteristics and the prior
adopter's characteristics. The edgewise hazard ratio for the multivitamin intervention under nomination targeting
is 1.05 (95% CI, 0.92‐1.19) compared with random targeting. After adjusting for covariates, we find that, across all
waves of adoption and all villages, those assigned to nomination targeting exhibited faster edgewise diffusion thanFIGURE 4 Cumulative edgewise hazards for adoption of multivitamins and chlorine, across all villages. The first 2 days after exposure to
prior adopters saw the highest rates of adoption, followed by much slower rates of adoption thereafter. The multivitamin intervention had a
higher overall diffusion rate than the chlorine intervention. Shaded areas indicate 95% pointwise confidence intervals
TABLE 1 Cox semiparametric regression coefficients for the adoption of multivitamins and chlorine
Multivitamin Chlorine
Hazard 95%CI Hazard 95%CI
Coefficient Ratio (Hazard Ratio) P Coefficient Ratio (Hazard Ratio) P
Indegree targeting −0.310 0.733 0.644‐0.835 <.01 −0.093 0.911 0.795‐1.044 <.18
Nomination targeting 0.045 1.046 0.916‐1.194 <.50 −0.015 0.985 0.834‐1.164 <.86
Village mean indegree −0.191 0.826 0.763‐0.895 <.01 −0.102 0.903 0.826‐0.988 <.03
Village male proportion −3.300 0.037 0.009‐0.156 <.01 −0.231 0.794 0.176‐3.588 <.76
Village mean age −0.008 0.992 0.959‐1.026 <.65 0.022 1.022 0.988‐1.058 <.21
Village socioeconomic status −0.083 0.921 0.894‐0.948 <.01 −0.125 0.883 0.858‐0.909 <.01
Adopter male −0.198 0.820 0.736‐0.915 <.01 −0.265 0.767 0.681‐0.864 <.01
Adopter age 0.001 1.001 0.997‐1.004 <.59 −0.000 0.999 0.996‐1.004 <.90
Adopter persons in house −0.012 0.988 0.961‐1.015 <.37 0.002 1.002 0.971‐1.035 <.88
Adopter married 0.021 1.021 0.922‐1.130 <.69 −0.100 0.904 0.810‐1.010 <.07
The first 6 covariates are village‐level characteristics, and the last 4 covariates are characteristics of prior adopters.
2570 WU ET AL.random targeting for the multivitamin intervention, but the effect was not significant. In the original analyses, Kim
et al42 estimated that, among the first‐wave multivitamin tickets, nomination targeting had a significantly faster
adoption rate than random targeting, while among second‐wave multivitamin tickets, nomination targeting was
faster than random targeting but was not significantly different. Our analysis provides an estimate of edgewise dif-
fusion rate that aggregates diffusion across 2 waves and provides a network‐based interpretation of diffusion while
adjusting for potential confounders. Our results generally agree with those described by Kim et al42 in that nomina-
tion targeting was faster than random targeting, although our estimates of effects differ in magnitude. However, the
purpose of our method here is to estimate edgewise diffusion rates and to evaluate how interventions diffuse
through specific network structures, rather than to characterize the aggregate effects of targeting methods on pop-
ulation‐level adoption.
The edgewise hazard ratio for chlorine tablet adoption under indegree targeting is 0.91 (95% CI, 0.80‐1.04) compared
with random targeting. The edgewise hazard ratio for chlorine adoption under nomination targeting is 0.99 (95% CI,
0.83‐1.16) compared with random targeting. This result is consistent with the result from Kim et al42 whose analysis also
showed that the 3 targeting methods were not significantly different for the chlorine intervention. For both multivita-
min and chlorine interventions, lower village socioeconomic status led to faster edgewise diffusion, and male prior
adopters were less likely to spread the innovation than female prior adopters.4.3 | Fixed effect for villages
We included village‐level fixed effects for the adoption of multivitamins and chlorine after controlling for prior adopter's
attributes; the results are given in Tables H1 and H2 in the Appendix. Figure 5 shows the average village‐level diffusion
rate, defined as the average expected number of transmissions per edge per day from the Cox model with village fixed
effects. The rate of diffusion differed greatly from village to village. Most villages exhibited faster edgewise diffusion of
the multivitamin intervention than chlorine, consistent with the finding of Kim et al.424.4 | Event history model
The event history model (1) is an alternative approach to analyze diffusion studies on social networks.37,38 Table 2
shows the results of logistic regression from (1). Exposure is the proportion of network neighbors who are prior
adopters. The odds of adoption for individuals with 100% exposure is 1.33 (95% CI, 1.02‐1.74) times larger than those
with 0 exposure in the multivitamin intervention. The odds of adoption for individuals with 100% exposure is 1.29
(95% CI, 0.95‐1.76) times larger than those with 0 exposure in the chlorine intervention. The exposure in the alternative






















































FIGURE 5 Comparison of edgewise diffusion rates for the multivitamin and chlorine interventions in 24 villages. The diffusion rate is
defined as the expected number of transmissions per edge per day, and the average expected number of transmissions from the Cox
model with village fixed effects was calculated and plotted. Note that the time is adjusted to the same scale for the 2 interventions so that they
are comparable. The horizontal axis shows the diffusion rate of the multivitamin intervention while the vertical axis corresponds to the
chlorine intervention. Diffusion rates were heterogenous among villages. Villages shown above the diagonal exhibit faster chlorine diffusion
than multivitamin diffusion, while villages shown below the diagonal have faster multivitamin diffusion than chlorine diffusion
TABLE 2 Logistic regression coefficients for adoption of multivitamins and chlorine
Multivitamin Chlorine
Odds 95% CI Odds 95% CI
Coefficient Ratio (Odds Ratio) P Coefficient Ratio (Odds Ratio) P
Indegree targeting −0.22 0.80 0.70‐0.92 <.01 −0.17 0.85 0.73‐0.99 .03
Nomination targeting 0.12 1.13 0.98‐1.30 .09 0.26 1.30 1.10‐1.54 <.01
Village mean indegree −0.07 0.93 0.86‐1.01 .09 0.07 1.07 0.97‐1.19 .18
Village male proportion −4.31 0.01 0.00‐0.06 <.01 −0.78 0.46 0.08‐2.52 .37
Village mean age −0.01 0.99 0.95‐1.02 .51 −0.04 0.96 0.92‐0.10 .05
Village socioeconomic status −0.09 0.91 0.88‐0.94 <.01 −0.13 0.88 0.85‐0.91 <.01
Exposure 0.29 1.33 1.02‐1.74 .04 0.26 1.29 0.95‐1.76 .11
Exposure is defined as the proportion of network neighbors who are prior adopters.
WU ET AL. 2571hazard is a constant. Exposure in this logistic regression model can be interpreted as a special case of the sum of edge-
wise hazard. Exposure to prior adopters in the multivitamin intervention is significantly different from 0, while expo-
sure in the chlorine intervention is not.4.5 | Model comparison
In addition to the analyses using the edgewise hazard and event history models, we conducted several additional anal-
yses to compare model specifications and evaluate the assumptions of the edgewise diffusion model. These results are
given in the Appendix. We first compare the results with a logistic model37(p106); by treating adoptions as realizations
of Bernoulli trials, we compare the Akaike information criterion (AIC)51 of the logistic and edgewise diffusion models to
show that the diffusion model exhibits better fit to the data from the Honduras experiment. Next, we evaluate the
dependence of the adoption hazard (7) on the number (via the total hazard) of prior adopters, rather than the propor-
tion, or average hazard. By dividing the total hazard λj(t) by the degree dj of the susceptible individual j, we introduce an
offset (−log½dj) in the edgewise diffusion model; a comparison of AICs shows that the original model exhibits better fit.
We evaluate random effects/frailty terms for both prior adopters and susceptible individuals to account for possible
actor‐specific effects; we find that the AIC of the random‐effects model based on the integrated log partial likelihood
is lower than that of the Cox diffusion model for the multivitamin intervention, but higher for the chlorine intervention.
We also evaluate the Aalen additive hazard model52 to account for the possibility that some prior adopters may
decrease the total hazard of adoption. While the hazard interpretation of the adoption rate λj(t) for a susceptible j
requires that it be positive, some of its constituent components λij(t), for particular prior adopters i, may be negative.
We find 5 such edges under the multivitamin intervention and 2 edges for the chlorine intervention that have negative
cumulative hazard up to the moment of adoption or censoring on the edge {i, j}. The additive model shows good overall
fit, with slightly smaller Cox‐Snell residuals.
Next, we assess amixture cure rate model based on the observation that some individuals never adopt the intervention,
even when their network “exposure” is large. The cure model permits some edges to be “cured” so that no ticket is passed
across them. The edgewise waiting time distribution is estimated by the edgewise diffusionmodel, and the cure probability
model is logistic. The cure model exhibits smaller AIC than the edgewise diffusion Cox model, suggesting that accounting
for edges along which no adoption can occur improves the Cox model fit. Finally, we report estimated regression coeffi-
cients for theHonduras data under the exponential andWeibullmodels of edgewise diffusion and village‐level fixed effects.5 | DISCUSSION
Amajor focus of contemporary social science and public health is the delivery of effective health and behavioral interven-
tions in a social setting. Experimental studies in which researchers carefully control for network composition and informa-
tion availability have demonstrated a significant contagious effect of health‐related interventions.11,42,53-55 Modern
diffusion studies, in which the network is measured with as much precision as possible before experimental introduction
of an intervention, hold promise for sidestepping many of the methodological challenges for traditional peer influence
2572 WU ET AL.analyses.1,37 But there is still a wide gap between what sociologists and public health researchers know about the social
diffusion of behaviors and the statistical tools at their disposal to design and analyze real‐world network diffusion studies
in the populations that stand to benefit the most from these interventions.
The proposed methodological framework leverages data that are often ignored in traditional approaches: the direction
of information transmission, the network on which diffusion occurs, and measurements of network exposure in continu-
ous time. The survival analysis framework provides a convenient method of “adjusting” for network topology, yielding
inferences that are interpretable across network structures. The estimated parameters are readily interpreted in real‐world
terms: the diffusion rate per susceptible network link over the entire study period. The hazard model developed here also
has an intuitive justification in terms of competing risks of transmission, which gives rise to the familiar additive form of
the individual‐level hazard of adoption. The framework of survival analysis, familiar to public health researchers, epide-
miologists, and many social scientists, should be straightforward to apply in future studies.
In this paper, we assume that the network topology does not change during the study period. However, for some
real‐world networks, edges and vertices may appear or disappear during a given diffusion process. When dynamic net-
work data are available, our proposed framework could be adapted, under particular assumptions about how the net-
work dynamic process is related to the adoption process. For example, if edge deletion events occur independently of
adoptions, then deletion of a susceptible edge before adoption occurs would result in censoring of the edgewise adoption
time. Likewise, addition of a susceptible edge could initiate an edgewise adoption time.
Our reanalysis of the Honduras study has several limitations. First, we assumed that the redemption of tickets in
exchange for a product signified the adoption of the innovation, but that may not always be true. In medical innovation
studies, for example, patients may make use of a medication but stop using it soon afterwards. Without long‐term fol-
low‐up, it is impossible to determine whether adoption in the context of the study signifies long‐term behavior change. Sec-
ond, because the follow‐up time in the Honduras study was relatively short, we assumed that adopters who had remaining
tickets could pass a ticket to a susceptible alter at any time. However, the survival regression framework could easily
accommodate cessation in the ability or willingness to transmit a ticket. For example, if tickets expire after a certain date,
or if subjects become unwilling to pass a ticket, the waiting time to transmission and adoption by the alter would be cen-
sored before the end of the study. Third, if network information is not complete, the proposed method may be subject to
bias because competing risks of transmission may not be correctly modeled.56 Moreover, the social network may be accu-
rately measured, but if participants pass their tickets to individuals not enumerated in the network census, this relevant
network information might be missing, and estimates could be in error. Sensitivity analyses conducted by imputation of
missing edges may be useful in exploring the magnitude of errors due to missing network information. Fourth, missing
or incomplete information about adopters or susceptible subjects could result in bias. In this reanalysis of the data from
Kim et al,42 the identity of some ticket redeemers (adopters) was not recorded, or they were not present in the network cen-
sus. We discarded data from a small number of adoptions by individuals not enumerated in the village network census.
Fifth, the additive total hazard in the edgewise diffusion model arises naturally from Assumption 4 (conditional indepen-
dence). However, this assumption does not incorporate “synergistic” effects wherein the hazard of adoption increases
super‐linearly, or as a function of connections between prior adopters themselves. Likewise, our construction does not
incorporate the possibility that some prior adopters may negatively influence the hazard of adoption in one of their suscep-
tible alters (although we have explored this possibility in additional analyses in the Appendix).
In addition to descriptive inferences about the edgewise rate of diffusion and factors associated with successful adop-
tion, the models we develop here may help yield insights into the causal mechanisms that govern adoption of innova-
tions in the network context. Statistical inference for causal peer effects may be complicated by treatment interference
or contagion in outcomes.45,57-61 Existing approaches typically address treatment interference, in which the intervention
applied to one unit affects the outcome of that unit and others.62,63 In the diffusion context, interference may also occur
temporally between outcomes themselves via contagion/transmission processes64 or between multiple interventions dif-
fusing simultaneously via “dueling contagions.”65 Under particular causal assumptions, the diffusion models developed
in this paper may have a causal interpretation and could yield valid causal inferences for both the direct effect of an
intervention on seed individuals and the “spillover” or peer effects whereby network exposures influence adoption by
individuals not directly targeted by the intervention. We are exploring these topics in ongoing research.ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
Consider the competing risk of transmission for a susceptible j from all prior adopters i connected to j. Let Tij be the
edgewise waiting time for i to transmit to j, let fij(t−ti) be the density function, let Fij (t−ti) be the cumulative distribution
function, and let Sij (t−ti) = 1 − Fij (t−ti) be the survival function. For simplicity, we abbreviate the conditional distribu-
tion of Tij given covariates Xi, Xj, and Zij. The random adoption time of j is
Tj ¼ min
i∈Nj
ti þ Tij: (A1)
The survival function of Tj is given by
SjðtÞ ¼ PrðTj>tÞ









where the third line follows by conditional independence of the Tij's for all prior adopters i connected to j given Xi, Xj,
























We compare the fit of the edgewise diffusion model with the Valente model.37(p106) Let Yj be the indicator of adoption





¼ αþ βXj þ γEj; (B1)
2576 WU ET AL.where Ej ¼ 1dj ∑i∈NjY i is the proportion of network friends who are prior adopters before j's adoption or at the end of
the study. After estimating α̂, β̂, and γ̂ , we predict the adoption probabilities by
p̂logisticj ¼
exp½α̂ þ β̂Xj þ γ̂Ej
1þ exp½α̂ þ β̂Xj þ γ̂Ej
: (B2)
For the edgewise Cox model λijðτÞ ¼ λ0ðτÞexpðα′Xi þ β′Xj þ η′ZijÞ, we compute the estimated adoption probabilities








We predict the individual adoption probability at the end of the study T by 1 minus the survival probability,
p̂edgewisej ¼ 1 − exp −Λ̂jðTÞ
 
: (B5)
To compare the Valente logistic model with the edgewise Cox model, we treat the adoption status before the end of




yj logðp̂jÞ þ ð1 − yjÞlogð1 − p̂jÞ:
By putting these models into the same binomial family, we can compare models using AIC=−2l+2k, where k is the
number of parameters.66 The AIC for the logistic model is 3578.731, while the AIC for the edgewise Cox model is
3398.262. We conclude that the edgewise model fits the data better.APPENDIX C
NUMBER OR PROPORTION OF ADOPTING NEIGHBORS?








where dj is the network degree of j. Fitting this model amounts to adding an offset of −logðdjÞ in the edgewise hazard
regression model. We compare the log likelihood of exponential hazard regression, Weibull hazard regression and Cox
proportional hazard model with and without dividing the hazard by the susceptible's network degree. These models
have the same degree of freedom. Denote the log likelihood of the original model as l and the log likelihood of the
model divided by the susceptible's network degree as l∗. Table C1 shows the l−l∗ for 3 models and 2 interventions,
and the original model fits the data better than the model divided by the network degree.
We plot the Cox‐Snell residuals versus the estimated cumulative hazard of the residuals for exponential, Weibull, and
Cox proportional hazard regression without and with division by network degrees in Figures C1 and C2. These results sug-
gest that the Cox proportional hazards model fits better than the exponential andWeibull models, and themodel that does
not divide total hazard by network degree fits the data better than the model that divides by network degree.






The baseline models have higher log likelihood.


























































































































































































FIGURE C1 Cox‐Snell residuals and estimated cumulative hazard of residuals for the multivitamin intervention. The dashed line is the
expected relationship under correct specification of the edgewise hazard model. The left panels show the edgewise diffusion models, and
the right panels show the alternative models (Equation (B5)) that divide the edgewise hazard by the susceptible individuals' network degree
WU ET AL. 2577APPENDIX D
RANDOM EFFECTS/FRAILTY TERMS
We can incorporate frailty terms to represent shared dependence of edgewise waiting times on the prior adopter i,
λijðτÞ ¼ λ0ðτÞexpðα′Xi þ β′Xj þ η′Zij þ θiÞ;
where θi is an adopter‐specific random effect/frailty term. The distribution of θi is assumed to be Gaussian. Likelihood
ratio tests based on integrated and penalized likelihoods both reject the null hypothesis that random effects are 0. The
AIC of the random‐effects model based on the integrated log partial likelihood is 25470.87 while AIC of the Cox model
is 25725.28 for multivitamin. The AIC of random‐effects model is 21 857.99 while AIC of the Cox model is 21 846.95 for
chlorine. The adopter‐specific random effects do not improve the model fit as compared with the Cox model. We show
the distribution of the estimated random effects in Figure D1 with standard deviation 0.4647 for multivitamin and


























































































































































































FIGURE C2 Cox‐Snell residuals and estimated cumulative hazard of residuals for the chlorine intervention. The dashed line represents the
expected relationship under correct specification of the edgewise hazard model. The left panels show the edgewise diffusion models, and the



































FIGURE D1 Distribution of adopter‐specific random effects
2578 WU ET AL.0.5275 for chlorine. The estimated adopter‐specific random effects are approximately normally distributed. Table D1
shows fixed‐effect coefficients.
Another type of random effects/frailty terms are for susceptible individuals
λijðτÞ ¼ λ0ðτÞexpðα′Xi þ β′Xj þ η′Zij þ θjÞ;
TABLE D1 Regression coefficients of adopter‐specific random effects
Multivitamin Chlorine
Coefficient Standard Error P Coefficient Standard Error P
Adopter male −0.269 0.068 8e−05 −0.185 0.078 .017
Adopter age 0.002 0.002 .35 0.002 0.003 .48
Adopter persons in house −0.020 0.017 .24 −0.001 0.020 .62
Adopter married −0.008 0.065 .9 −0.121 0.073 .099
WU ET AL. 2579where θj is a susceptible‐specific random effects/frailty term. This model permits a susceptible individual j with a large
negative value for θj to be very unlikely to adopt, regardless of their exposure. Likelihood ratio tests based on integrated
and penalized likelihood both reject the null that random effects are 0. The AIC of random‐effects model based on the
integrated log partial likelihood is 25 728.53 while AIC of the Cox model is 25 725.28 for multivitamin. The AIC of ran-
dom‐effects model is 21 876.31 while AIC of the Cox model is 21 846.95 for chlorine. The susceptible‐specific random
effects do not improve the model fit as compared with the Cox model.
The standard deviations of random effects are 0.8144 for multivitamin and 0.7983 for chlorine. Figure D2 shows the
distribution of random effect. The estimated susceptible‐specific random effects have 2 modes and do not look similar to
normal distribution. Table D2 shows the fixed‐effect coefficients.APPENDIX E
ADDITIVE HAZARD MODEL
The Aalen additive hazard model52 allows estimated components of the hazard to be negative,




































FIGURE D2 Distribution of susceptible‐specific random effects
TABLE D2 Regression coefficients of susceptible‐specific random effects
Multivitamin Chlorine
Coefficient Standard Error P Coefficient Standard Error P
Adopter male −0.257 0.060 2.2e−5 −0.216 0.065 9e−4
Adopter age 0.002 0.002 0.33 0.002 0.002 0.35
Adopter persons in house −0.018 0.015 0.22 −0.008 0.017 0.63
Adopter married 0.013 0.057 0.82 −0.135 0.061 0.029
2580 WU ET AL.where λ(τ) is the baseline hazard and the coefficients α(τ), β(τ), and η(τ) are time varying. Figures E1 and E2 show esti-
mates of the cumulative coefficients and their 95% pointwise confidence intervals for the multivitamin and chlorine
interventions. Figure E3 shows the Cox‐Snell residuals for the Aalen additive hazard model. We find 5 edges {i, j} with
negative cumulative hazard (at the moment of adoption or censoring) for the multivitamin intervention, and 2 such
edges for the chlorine intervention. Tables E1 and E2 show the village‐ and adopter‐level covariates for these edges.
A comparison of these residuals with those of the Cox model in Figures C1 and C2 shows slightly smaller residuals
in the additive model.APPENDIX F
SEMIPARAMETRIC PROPORTIONAL HAZARDS MIXTURE CURE MODEL
We fit a semiparametric proportional hazards mixture cure model67 in the edgewise diffusion framework. Let 1−π(Z) be
the probability of an edge being “cured” (no ticket being passed along that edge), and let S(t|X) be the survival proba-
bility of “uncured” edges, and X and Z are covariates that may affect survival and cure probability. The mixture cure
model can be expressed as
SmixðtjX ;ZÞ ¼ πðZÞSðtjXÞ þ 1−πðZÞ;
where S(t|X) is estimated by survival regression such as the Cox proportional hazard model and π(Z) can be estimated
by logistic regression. Table F1 shows logistic regression coefficients for the cure probability model, and Table F2 shows
the Cox regression coefficients for the edgewise diffusion model. We predict the individual probability of adoption at the




















































































































































































































FIGURE E1 The Aalen additive hazard regression for diffusion of multivitamin adoption





















































































































































































































FIGURE E2 The Aalen additive hazard regression for diffusion of chlorine adoption






































































FIGURE E3 The Aalen additive hazard model fit
WU ET AL. 2581p̂curej ¼ 1− ∏
i∈Nj;T>ti
ŜijðT−tiÞ;
where Ŝij is the predicted edgewise survival from the semiparametric cure model. We calculate the binomial log likeli-
hood and the AIC (based on the binomial log likelihood) of this model as 3177.428, smaller than that of the logistic
model and the edgewise Cox model, suggesting that the cure model fits the data better.
TABLE E1 Edges that have negative cumulative hazard for multivitamin diffusion
Village Adopter
Prop Mean Prop Mean Socioeconomic Person in
Intervention Indegree Male Age Status Male Age House Married
Indegree 3.19 0.53 36.4 3.3 Yes 36 5.3 No
Indegree 4.23 0.51 36.1 8.0 Yes 39 8.0 Yes
Indegree 4.23 0.51 36.1 8.0 Yes 35 7.0 Yes
Indegree 4.23 0.51 36.1 8.0 Yes 35 7.0 Yes
Indegree 4.23 0.51 36.1 8.0 Yes 35 7.0 Yes
Each row corresponds to an edge {i, j} linking a prior adopter i to a susceptible subject j.
TABLE E2 Edges that have negative cumulative hazard for chlorine diffusion
Village Adopter
Prop Mean Prop Mean Socioeconomic Person in
Intervention Indegree Male Age Status Male Age House Married
Nomination 2.60 0.49 30.8 7.4 Yes 46 4 Yes
Indegree 2.26 0.44 36.1 8.4 Yes 43 6 Yes
Each row corresponds to an edge {i, j} linking a prior adopter i to a susceptible subject j.
TABLE F1 Cure probability model coefficients
Multivitamin Chlorine
Coefficient Standard Error P Coefficient Standard Error P
Intercept 3.708 1.200 .002 1.046 0.903 .25
Indegree targeting −0.331 0.078 2.19e−5 −0.064 0.0878 .47
Nomination targeting 0.205 0.090 .023 −0.075 0.111 .50
Village mean indegree −0.274 0.058 2.46e−6 −0.163 0.057 .004
Village male proportion −4.305 1.002 1.73e−5 −0.437 0.944 .64
Village mean age −0.013 0.026 .62 0.005 0.020 .81
Village socioeconomic status −0.117 0.023 6.19e−7 −0.176 0.021 <1e−10
Adopter male −0.237 0.074 .001 −0.293 0.074 7.09e−5
Adopter age 0.002 0.003 .49 0.0008 0.002 .74
Adopter persons in house −0.008 0.020 .70 0.005 0.020 .81
Adopter married 0.035 0.075 .64 −0.138 0.076 .07
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EXPONENTIAL AND WEIBULL MODELS
Tables G1 and G2 show regression coefficients, hazard ratio, and 95% confidence interval from the exponential and
Weibull hazard models. The coefficients of exponential and Weibull regression have the same sign as Cox regression,
and their P values have the same significance level as the Cox regression despite some slight differences, suggesting that
the Cox model agrees with the parametric models.
APPENDIX H
VILLAGE‐LEVEL FIXED EFFECTS
Tables H1 and H2 show the village‐level fixed effects for the adoption of multivitamin and chlorine, respectively, after
controlling for prior adopter's attributes. Village 1 was treated as the base group.
TABLE G1 Results from exponential waiting time distribution
Multivitamin Chlorine
Hazard 95% CI Hazard 95% CI
Coefficient Ratio (Hazard Ratio) P Coefficient Ratio (Hazard Ratio) P
Indegree targeting −0.31 0.73 0.64‐0.83 <.01 −0.00 0.99 0.87‐1.15 .99
Nomination targeting 0.19 1.21 1.06‐1.38 <.01 −0.05 0.95 0.80‐1.12 .52
Village mean indegree −0.23 0.80 0.74‐0.86 <.01 −0.09 0.91 0.83‐0.99 .04
Village male proportion −4.5 0.01 0.00‐0.04 <.01 −0.58 0.56 0.12‐2.55 .45
Village mean age −0.01 0.99 0.96‐1.02 .54 −0.00 0.99 0.96‐1.03 .80
Village socioeconomic status −0.12 0.88 0.86‐0.91 <.01 −0.19 0.83 0.80‐0.85 <.01
Adopter male −0.23 0.79 0.71‐0.88 <.01 −0.33 0.72 0.64‐0.81 <.01
Adopter age 0.00 1.00 0.99‐1.00 .60 0.00 1.00 0.99‐1.00 .99
Adopter persons in house −0.01 0.99 0.97‐1.02 .71 0.00 1.00 0.97‐1.04 .86
Adopter married 0.04 1.04 0.94‐1.15 .41 −0.13 0.87 0.78‐0.98 .02
TABLE F2 Failure time model coefficients from the cure mixture model
Multivitamin Chlorine
Coefficient Standard Error P Coefficient Standard Error P
Indegree targeting −0.159 0.057 .005 −0.125 0.0523 .018
Nomination targeting −0.227 0.059 1e−4 0.074 0.069 .279
Village mean indegree −0.028 0.036 .437 0.030 0.038 .432
Village male proportion −1.083 0.625 .083 0.562 0.707 .426
Village mean age 0.016 0.015 .265 0.047 0.015 .001
Village socioeconomic status −0.019 0.013 .134 0.013 0.014 .336
Adopter male −0.054 0.049 .271 −0.101 0.050 .043
Adopter age −0.001 0.001 .440 −0.002 0.002 .160
Adopter persons in house −0.013 0.014 .379 −0.003 0.013 .850
Adopter married −0.002 0.045 .959 0.011 0.043 .799
TABLE G2 Results from Weibull waiting time distribution
Multivitamin Chlorine
Hazard 95% CI Hazard 95% CI
Coefficient Ratio (Hazard Ratio) P Coefficient Ratio (Hazard Ratio) P
Indegree targeting −0.30 0.74 0.65‐0.85 <.01 −0.04 0.96 0.84‐1.10 .56
Nomination targeting 0.14 1.15 1.00‐1.31 .04 −0.04 0.96 0.81‐1.13 .63
Village mean indegree −0.21 0.81 0.75‐0.88 <.01 −0.10 0.90 0.83‐0.99 .03
Village male proportion −4.0 0.02 0.00‐0.08 <.01 −0.46 0.63 0.14‐2.87 .55
Village mean age −0.01 0.99 0.96‐1.03 .61 0.00 1.01 0.97‐1.04 .73
Village socioeconomic status −0.10 0.90 0.88‐0.93 <.01 −0.16 0.86 0.83‐0.88 <.01
Adopter male −0.22 0.80 0.72‐0.90 <.01 −0.29 0.75 0.67‐0.84 <.01
Adopter age 0.00 1.00 0.99‐1.00 .61 −0.00 1.00 0.99‐1.00 .98
Adopter persons in house −0.01 0.99 0.97‐1.02 .60 0.00 1.00 0.97‐1.03 .89
Adopter married 0.03 1.03 0.93‐1.14 .52 −0.16 0.89 0.80‐0.99 .04
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TABLE H1 Village fixed effects for the adoption of multivitamins
Coefficient Hazard Ratio 95% CI (Hazard Ratio) P
Village 2 0.27 1.31 0.78‐2.22 .31
Village 3 0.53 1.69 0.86‐3.31 .12
Village 4 −0.51 0.60 0.36‐0.98 .04
Village 5 −0.70 0.50 0.34‐0.72 <.01
Village 6 0.31 1.36 0.98‐1.90 .07
Village 7 0.04 1.04 0.75‐1.45 .8
Village 11 −0.71 0.49 0.36‐0.67 <.01
Village 12 0.08 1.08 0.76‐1.55 .67
Village 13 −0.09 0.91 0.67‐1.24 .56
Village 14 −0.18 0.83 0.55‐1.27 .40
Village 15 −0.34 0.71 0.46‐1.09 .11
Village 17 0.13 1.13 0.61‐2.10 .69
Village 18 0.30 1.35 0.69‐2.63 .39
Village 19 0.04 1.05 0.65‐1.69 .86
Village 20 −0.16 0.85 0.52‐1.42 .54
Village 21 −0.04 0.96 0.62‐1.51 .87
Village 22 0.52 1.67 1.22‐2.31 <.01
Village 23 −0.27 0.76 0.56‐1.04 .09
Village 24 0.18 1.20 0.89‐1.62 .22
Village 25 0.54 1.71 1.21‐2.42 <.01
Village 26 0.07 1.07 0.78‐1.47 .66
Village 27 −0.03 0.97 0.70‐1.35 .87
Village 28 −0.44 0.65 0.38‐1.09 .10
Village 29 0.42 1.53 1.02‐2.29 .04
Village 30 −0.26 0.77 0.57‐1.05 .10
Village 32 0.07 1.07 0.70‐1.64 .75
Adopter male −0.16 0.86 0.77‐0.96 <.01
Adopter age 0.00 1.00 0.99‐1.00 .40
Adopter persons in house −0.02 0.98 0.95‐1.00 .11
Adopter married 0.02 1.02 0.92‐1.13 .73
Each village had a dummy variable in Cox regression, and village 1 was treated as the base group. Villages 22 and 25 had the highest diffusion rate while villages
5 and 11 had the lowest diffusion rate.
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TABLE H2 Village fixed effects for the adoption of chlorine
Coefficient Hazard Ratio 95% CI (Hazard Ratio) P
Village 2 0.34 1.40 0.76‐2.60 .28
Village 3 0.15 1.17 0.62‐2.21 .63
Village 4 −0.10 0.90 0.51‐1.59 .72
Village 5 −0.44 0.65 0.42‐0.99 .05
Village 6 0.76 2.14 1.52‐3.02 <.01
Village 7 0.46 1.58 1.09‐2.28 .02
Village 9 0.19 1.21 0.82‐1.78 .34
Village 10 −0.29 0.75 0.50‐1.13 .17
Village 11 −0.24 0.78 0.55‐1.12 .18
Village 12 0.20 1.22 0.82‐1.83 .32
Village 13 −0.01 0.99 0.70‐1.39 .95
Village 14 0.43 1.54 0.93‐2.55 .09
Village 15 0.32 1.38 0.90‐2.11 .14
Village 16 −0.11 0.90 0.59‐1.35 .60
Village 17 −0.08 0.93 0.50‐1.71 .81
Village 18 0.28 1.33 0.62‐2.82 .46
Village 19 −0.20 0.82 0.45‐1.49 .52
Village 20 0.02 1.02 0.53‐1.97 .95
Village 21 0.60 1.82 1.15‐2.87 .01
Village 22 0.86 2.36 1.66‐3.35 <.01
Village 24 0.09 1.09 0.77‐1.56 .63
Village 26 0.62 1.85 1.31‐2.63 <.01
Village 27 0.32 1.37 0.97‐1.95 .08
Village 28 0.19 1.21 0.73‐2.00 .45
Village 29 0.65 1.92 1.21‐3.07 .01
Village 30 −0.34 0.71 0.50‐1.01 .06
Adopter male −0.22 0.80 0.71‐0.90 <.01
Adopter age 0.00 1.00 0.99‐1.00 .77
Adopter persons in house 0.00 1.00 0.97‐1.04 .78
Adopter married −0.08 0.92 0.82‐1.03 .17
Each village had a dummy variable in the Cox regression, and village 1 was treated as the base group. Village 22 had the highest diffusion rate while villages 5
and 30 had the lowest diffusion rate.
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